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Digital tool making offers many challenges, involving much trial and error. Developing machine learning and assistance in automated and semi-automated Internet resource discovery, metadata generation, and rich-text identification provides opportunities for great discovery, innovation, and the potential for transformation of the library community. The areas of computer science involved, as applied to the library applications addressed, are among that discipline’s leading edges. Making applied research practical and applicable, through placement within library/collection-management systems and services, involves equal parts computer scientist, research librarian, and legacy-systems archaeologist. Still, the early harvest is there for us now, with a large harvest pending. Data Fountains and iVia, the projects discussed, demonstrate this. Clearly, then, the present would be a good time for the library community to more proactively and significantly engage with this technology and research, to better plan for its impacts, to more proactively take up the challenges involved in its exploration, and to better and more comprehensively guide effort in this new territory. The alternative to doing this is that others will develop this territory for us, do it not as well, and sell it back to us at a premium. Awareness of this technology and its current capabilities, promises, limitations, and probable major impacts needs to be generalized throughout the library management, metadata, and systems communities. This article charts recent work, promising avenues for new research and development, and issues the library community needs to understand.

This article is intended to discuss Data Fountains (http://datafountains.ucr.edu) project work and thinking (and its foundation in the iVia system, http://ivia.ucr.edu) regarding tools and services, for use in collection creation and augmentation. Both systems emphasize automated and semi-automated Internet resource discovery, metadata generation, and rich-text harvest. These areas of work and research occur within the larger realms of machine assistance and machine learning. They are of critical value to libraries as they currently or potentially concern: significant resource savings; amplification and re-tasking of expert effort to better match librarian expertise with tasks that truly require it (through the automation of routine tasks); and better scaling of collections by providing them the technological wherewithal to grow, as appropriate, and better match the explosion of significant available knowledge and information that the Internet has accelerated.

This article is organized into three major sections:

- Part I details machine assistance work to date in the Data Fountains and iVia systems project.
- Part II describes current and upcoming promising research directions in machine assistance.
- Part III delves into planning and organizational issues that may arise for the library community as a result of these technologies.

**Part I: Recent work in Data Fountains and iVia**

Part I covers work to date on Data Fountains and iVia. Section 1, “A new service and open source software,” describes concrete project work with Data Fountains, a new open service and suite of open-source software tools for the educational and library communities, in developing practical machine learning to provide machine assistance in collection building. Data Fountains is an expansion of work based upon the iVia systems foundation.1 It is an effort that has been ongoing and evolving since 1994.2 Section 2, “Role and niche definition for machine assistance in collection building,” covers recent developments in our ongoing effort to better research and define roles and niches for machine assistance of the types offered by Data Fountains. The spectrum—ranging from collection building with an emphasis on expertise that receives small assists from machine tools to an emphasis on machine tools that are configured and thereafter assisted through small refinements by expertise—is examined. Results from an initial exploratory survey in these areas are summarized.

**A new service and open-source software—Data Fountains**

**Description**

Data Fountains is an Internet resource discovery, metadata-generation, and selected, full-text harvesting service as well as the open source (Lesser General Public License
Data Fountains is intended to lower barriers to access to and use of Internet resources (relatedly, the relatively small size of the means by which full MARC (MACHINE-Readable Cataloging) records coexist with more streamlined (and less expensive) records, e.g., Dublin Core (DC) and other types, and, moreover, metadata records that include or can be closely associated with selected rich full-text, among many other catalog need areas. Data Fountains offers multiple levels of products and services geared to fit the needs of IPDVLCs of differing sizes, subject needs, and desired data “completeness” or depth (this being the amount and type of metadata and full-text needed to properly represent each resource).

Uses, products, and services

Overall, Data Fountains automatically or semi-automatically supplies varying levels of what represents the basic “ore” required by IPDVLCs for Internet resource and article collection building: access to significant, previously undiscovered resources as well as the metadata and selected full-text that describe or represent them. This ore is available in both raw (relatively unprocessed) and more refined products depending on the needs of the participating IPDVLC including, perhaps most importantly, the degree to which expertise is available to provide further refinement and how and for whom the material is intended to be used. Data Fountains multiple product and usage models supports the building of a wide array of IPDVLC collections.

A number of usage or service models are supported by Data Fountains, including:

Collection development support for single hybrid record type collections

The first usage model, based on full automation, involves the utilization of Data Fountains metadata and rich, full-text “as is,” without review, to populate a collection. These records can be used by themselves or mixed with other types of records. They can also be used as part of a hybrid collection to undergird another, more primary, or fully expert-created, collection. While more accurate, expert-created collections are not only comparatively more labor intensive and expensive to create and maintain, but often smaller, with narrower and more limited coverage. This has been the INFOMINE (http://infomine.ucr.edu) model that features two distinct collections, with the automatically generated collection supporting, as a second tier of

(LGPL) and General Public License (GPL) licensed) software that makes the services possible. It is a set of tools for use by organizations and institutions serving the greater learning community that create and maintain Internet portals, subject directories, digital libraries, virtual libraries, or library catalogs with portal-like capabilities (IPDVLCs) containing significant collections of Internet resources. It is an evolved variant of the iVia system, with which it shares many components. The Data Fountains/iVia code base represents more than 250,000 lines of primarily C++ code.

On the systems level, Data Fountains operates as an array of independent systems containing crawler, text classifier, text extraction, portal, and database software components customized to the needs of participating projects. Each cooperant and subject community works with, fine tunes, and benefits from its own set of crawler(s), classifier(s), and database manager(s), i.e., its own specific Data Fountain. Note that in this article, Data Fountains’ portal/metadata repository/database management, content management, import-export, or content search/browse capabilities, which are substantial, will not be discussed. Instead, the article will focus on its machine assistance and machine-learning components.

The Data Fountains system and service has been developed through a research partnership among computer scientists and academic librarians that is beginning to provide technological solutions to some of the major overall problems associated with the scalability and efficient running of IPDVLCs. Much project effort is based on applying machine-learning techniques to partially automate and provide help in a number of laborious and costly IPDVLC activities. Included here, more specifically, are the following needs/scaling challenges: reducing to some degree the high costs of manually created metadata; better coverage of the ever-increasing number of Internet resources (relatedly, the relatively small size of most library Internet collections, where searches yielding very few or no results are common); reducing or making more efficient expert-involved tasks requiring little expertise; and reducing redundant efforts among IPDVLCs (both in content and systems building).

By providing inexpensive, universally needed raw materials (i.e., metadata and rich full text representing important resources), the Data Fountains service is intended to offer major support and resource savings to cooperating IPDVLC participants that otherwise have strong ongoing commitments to their established institutional identity or “brand,” interface or look, system, and, more generally, “established way of doing things.” Data Fountains viability and sustainability is keyed to providing universally needed service and very generic information products that do not require IPDVLCs to change—this often being seen as prohibitively expensive in time and resources. Data Fountains is intended to lower barriers for substantive cooperation in collection building and resource savings on the part of large numbers of IPDVLCs by developing, sharing, and distributing the benefits of machine learning in its areas of application.

The Data Fountains service will be useful to a large spectrum of academic and library-based finding tools including metadata repositories and catalogs with Internet portal-like capabilities. Increasingly, library-catalog software is developing more flexibility, including, hopefully, the means by which full MARC (MACHINE-Readable Cataloging) records coexist with more streamlined (and less expensive) records, e.g., Dublin Core (DC) and other types, and, moreover, metadata records that include or can be closely associated with selected rich full-text, among many other catalog need areas. Data Fountains offers multiple levels of products and services geared to fit the needs of IPDVLCs of differing sizes, subject needs, and desired data “completeness” or depth (this being the amount and type of metadata and full-text needed to properly represent each resource).
data, the expert-built content in the primary collection. Users can search one or both.

Internet resource discovery service

A second model uses Data Fountains primarily as an Internet resource discovery service where links and titles and other minimal metadata are supplied but where the user’s intent is to identify new resources and build metadata records emphasizing a considerable amount of metadata not generated by Data Fountains (e.g., different subject schema). This is done by utilizing the Targeted Link Crawler, Expert Guided Crawler, or Focused Crawler. Because little to no metadata/rich-text generation/extraction occurs, this is the least complex of the usage models.

Crème de la Data Fountains

A third approach, a variation of the second, utilizes only those Data Fountains records that have been automatically determined, through a user-set threshold, to represent the most highly significant resources (e.g., the top 20 percent). These can be flagged for expert review or automatically harvested without review. The Data Fountains metadata retained for expert review, post-processing, and improvement can be minimal or full.

Metadata records intended for expert refinement

A fourth approach, which is semi-automated, involves using Data Fountains as both a discovery service and as a metadata record-building service where employment of records from the Data Fountains data stream is selective but the machine-created record is routinely retained as a foundation record to be refined or augmented by the expert.

Metadata records plus full-text

A fifth approach is to use the rich full-text selectively identified and harvested from the Internet resource, either in addition to the metadata generated or by itself, to populate a collection and greatly boost retrieval. That is, some collections may want to utilize metadata differing from that produced by Data Fountains but have Data Fountains perform the service of augmenting their metadata with rich full-text. All or parts of the object and full-text can be harvested.

Standards, metadata, and full-text

Data Fountains’ record format is Dublin Core (DC) and features standard research library subject schemas including slightly modified Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) and Library of Congress Classification (LCC). As part of upcoming work, development of additional classifiers to apply other subject/classification schemas/vocabularies will occur, notably DDC and those that can be automatically invoked from the terminology found in the collection objects. Cooperators may choose to help develop new formats, subject schemas, and metadata to meet custom needs in collecting and classification. Other important metadata generated include: Title, Creators, Description (an annotation-like construct), Keyphrases, Capitalized Terms, and Resource Language, among a total of thirty-plus fields. In addition to fielded metadata, Data Fountains delivers selected rich text harvested from the resource. This is important for enhancing IPDVLC retrieval capabilities and user-searching success. The rich text can be harvested verbatim and offered as-is for search or, if this is problematical, further processed into keyphrases.

Data post-processing, transfer, and product relevance assurance

Participants determine and download resources of relevance automatically in batch mode via subject-profiled, custom Internet crawls and editable results sets created by and for each IPDVLC to reflect its particular interests. These profiled crawls and metadata generation routines are stored and can be re-executed at selected intervals. Results are transferred using the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) or SDF (Standard Delimited Format) in DC, MARC, and eXtensible hypertext markup language (XHTML) formats. In addition to batch transfers, participants can manually and interactively identify individual records or groupings of records that suit their needs for harvest. Selective, interactive, sorting/browsing of results, followed often by evaluation and editing of metadata and full-text fields (as individual records or globally in patterns), is enabled prior to export. These capabilities allow precisely targeted, custom record identification, modification, and downloading. This in turn enables the most general, as well as the most subject-specialized, IPDVLCs certainty in identifying and receiving only records that meet their need criteria.

Open-source software

The software making the above possible is available to all for free through the LGPL/GPL open-source licenses and model. The open-source model should work well for tool development as fundamental as that described. Open source of this type generally means that users freely use and perhaps participate in further development of the functionality of the software and, at intervals, contribute their innovations back to the code base for all to use. LGPL/GPL supports a wide diversity of forms of com-
commercial service development. Open source has worked well for large applications such as many forms of the Linux operating system (a number of variants of this are supported), Apache server software, and MySQL database management software (all of which are used by the Data Fountains system). Using this model has the intent of cooperatively benefitting the community as a whole. It is the author’s belief that tools of the Data Fountains type will have wide enough usage within and are crucial enough to the library community to support the development of an open-source community around them. Data Fountains software is of use to thousands of institutions that build IPDVLC collections.

Open source also means that the development and evolution of a core tool or system for a community can potentially occur faster and more flexibly, with the proper community support, than many types of proprietary effort. This is needed given the continuing and increasingly greater revolutions in computing power and software potential. The community needs to be able to evolve faster in response to changing conditions, and free, community-based, open-source software development is one strategy for achieving this.

### Current systems design, development, and features

To date, most of the work has emphasized research and development leading to innovations in preferential focused crawling, subject classification using Logistic Regression, kNearest Neighbor (kNN) and other classifiers, and rich full-text identification and extraction. A major emphasis in systems development has been identifying points of intervention in crawling, classification, and extraction, whereby initial, periodic or ongoing interactive expert input can be employed to improve machine processes and results. That is, the work has emphasized usage not only of fully automated machine processes but semi-automated machine processes intended to interactively augment, amplify, and improve the efforts of experts. Experts assist machine processes, and machine processes assist expert judgment/labor. The programming has also been done with an eye toward modularity among different systems components.

### Internet resource discovery/identification—expert guided and focused crawling

A number of crawling systems have been used; currently, for Data Fountains, three are used that represent two approaches to crawling: expert guided and focused. Expert-guided crawling is accomplished by a Targeted Link Crawler (TLC) and an Expert Guided Crawler (EGC). TLC is concerned with crawling a user-specified link or list of links. EGC differs from TLC in that the single “Start URL” link given is only the beginning point from which the crawler will either drill down (find onsite links at multiple depths in a site) or drill out (find external links not on the Start URL site). The result is that, compared with TLC, many more links than just those given the EGC crawler initially are crawled. With all crawlers, a metadata record with accompanying rich full-text is generated for each resource crawled.

A preferential focused crawler, called the Nalanda iVia Focused Crawler (NiFC) after the name of the ancient seat of learning in India, continues to be developed. Focused crawling makes possible focused identification of significant Internet resources by identifying specific, interlinked, and semantically similar communities of sites of shared subject interest. Generally, NiFC traverses subject-targeted regions of the Internet to find resources that are strongly interlinked and thereby represent coherent subject-interest communities and sites of shared interest and mutual use (i.e., are often concerned with and contain content similar to one another). Communities sharing interests often identify and cite one another through linkages on their Internet resources. Through this mechanism, these communities and their sites/resources can be identified, mapped, and harvested. Preferential focused crawling makes focused crawling more efficient by employing algorithms that can respond to clues in Web resource page layout and structure (e.g., using document object models, visual cues, and text windows adjacent to anchor text, among others) that indicate the more “promising” links to crawl. The result is more efficient focused crawling (figure 1).

The focused crawling process starts with exemplary sites/pages/URLs being supplied by participating IPDVLC experts. These highly on-topic exemplars are used to form a seed set of model pages used for training/guiding the crawler. As the crawling progresses, an interlinkage graph is developed of which resources link to one another (i.e., cite and co-cite). Highly interlinked resources are evaluated, differentiated, and rated as to the degree to which they are linked to/from as well as for their capacities as authoritative resources (e.g., a primary resource such as an important technical report that receives many in-links to it from other resources) or hubs (e.g., secondary sources such as expert virtual library collections that provide out-links to other, authoritative resources). As hubs, expert-created, high-quality IPDVLC collections of links (e.g., INFOMINE) play an important role as milestones and navigation aids in the guidance of many types of crawling. Another automated process works to rate resources, as a second indirect measure of resource quality, by comparing for similarity of content (e.g., similarities among key-word
vocabularies) between the potential new resources and model resources. The most linked to/from authorities and hubs, with terminology most similar to the exemplars, are thus identified and become prime candidates for adding to the collection and for indicating other resources to add. The overall architecture of Data Fountains involves multiple concurrent crawls and an array of multiple crawlers and associated classifiers on multiple machines (i.e., there are one or more Data Fountains for each major subject area or major cooperator).

**Areas of expert interaction in focused crawling**

Expert interactive and semi-automated approaches to improve crawling are employed in and constitute special design areas of Data Fountains since many participating projects and communities have access to considerable subject expertise. There is much promise in amplifying the role of this expertise in the crawling process. Experts can create and refine crawls by:

- determining the most appropriate seeds (exemplary resources) to use (whether found in their own collections or generated from other sources);
- choosing degree of “on-topic-ness” desired (a precision versus recall setting);
- determining the total number of resources to be crawled;
- editing initial crawl results (e.g., de-selecting or blacklisting resources found) with an eye toward generally refining and developing a super seed set of very large numbers of increasingly on-target seeds that are then crawled anew. (This process of refinement and enlargement can be reiterated as desired in achieving increasing accuracy in and numbers of exemplars and therefore accuracy in the final crawl.)
- In addition, expert truing of crawler Web graph weightings (i.e., manually “lifting” the values of selected hubs and authorities) either during or after a crawling run is being explored to improve crawling accuracy. This lifting process can be aided through tools to visualize the crawl so that the expert can quickly identify, among the masses of results, the most promising areas of a Web graph for the crawler to emphasize.
- Expert-created blacklists of URLs for types of sites or pages that are not valuable can be stored to save future crawling and expert time. There is such a blacklist for each participating Data Fountains community group and individual.

**Metadata generation—automated and semi-automated subject classification**

Data Fountains and iVia embody innovations in automated metadata generation, including identifying and applying controlled subject terms (using academic library-standard subject schema), keyphrases, and annotation-like constructs (figure 2). Automated classifier programs apply these and other metadata and are part of a suite of programs known as the record builder. Controlled subject terminology applied currently includes LCSH, LCC, DDC, and Medical Subject Headings (MeSH). In assigning these, the system generally first looks for HTML and DC metatags and then extracts these data. With some fields, when these data are not present (which is common), original metadata are then generated automatically.

In the case of LCSH, LCC, and DDC, if not present in metatags, or if users choose to override metatag extraction (in cases where metatags are not accurate, such as when they are spammy or when top-page boilerplate metadata is carried onto all pages regardless of subject relevance), then classification processes are invoked. These derive a set of keywords and key phrases from the resource that serve as a surrogate in representing and summarizing its content. Then, using a model that encapsulates the relationships between these natural-language terms and the set of controlled-subject terms, the closest corresponding set of controlled terms is assigned. The model is learned from training data sets that consist of large sets of records (more than thirty million in corpora loaned for research purposes by the Cornell University Library, Library of Congress, California Digital Library [CDL], and OCLC)
from library catalogs and virtual libraries. With LCC, the aim has been to assign one or more LCCs to a resource based on the set of LCSHs associated with that resource. SVM, kNN, and Logistic Regression classifiers have been used. Generally, performance has been acceptable in cases where there were two hundred examples of the usage of a particular LCSH (in a record with a URL). Unfortunately, as large as the training data sets have been, there simply haven’t been enough records for classification purposes with URLs and associated text. This problem will more than likely be resolved shortly as catalogs increasingly incorporate Web resources.

Metadata generation—Automated extraction of known, named entities

Named-entity (e.g., data elements that can be expected to be in a resource and that are placed by authors/publishers within a known textual/markup pattern) extraction is primarily practiced through the simple means of identifying and extracting data elements indicated by HTML/DC metatags, when present on a page. Data for more than thirty Dublin Core common (and not so common) fields are extracted. With some fields, extraction can be guided, as needed, in the interests of original metadata creation through pattern recognition and profiling, or through classification (e.g., title, subjects, description).

Rich-text identification and harvest

Refinement of our “aboutness” measure for identifying the most relevant pages or sections in a resource or document (i.e., those intended by the author to be rich in descriptive information about the topics within and the type of resource) from which to extract text is a continuing pursuit. Involved in this quest has been better determination of author-created structures and conventions in document or resource layout (e.g., locating introductions, summaries, etc., and determining/proportioning the amount of text to be extracted from each).

More accurate rich-text identification in turn yields more accurate identification, extraction, and application of key phrases and, from these, more accurate controlled subject term and other metadata application. This is at the foundation of many metadata generation processes. Crucially, rich full-text is also important from an end-user information-retrieval perspective because the natural-language terminology contained partially corrects for the limitations inherent in many controlled metadata and subject vocabulary/schema approaches (e.g., new or specialized subject terminology is often slow to appear or weakly represented in the often generalist library-standard subject schemas). Refinement of the “aboutness” measure in identi-
Data Fountains systems architecture emphasizes modularity. It has been enabled and assumed that separate components of the system (e.g., the crawlers, classifiers, database management systems) could be developed further for other uses independent of the Data Fountains system. In addition, as technologies that the system is dependent upon advance, users will be able to more easily swap out and replace older modules. These capabilities contribute to system sustainability.

Service design and sustainability

Data Fountains was conceived to be a cooperative, non-profit, low-overhead, cost-recovery-based service intended to sustain itself after start-up. Access will be provided to IPDVLCooperators who demonstrate interest and support for the work and service. By so doing, cooperators share in supporting the continuing evolution and improvement of Data Fountains. As an additional sustainability consideration, the software has been released as open source so that it can develop and evolve in many directions (to directly fit unique needs) as well as benefit through distributed effort.

“Small is beautiful”: Roles for and advantages of appropriate small- to medium-scaled tools

Approaches like those Data Fountains has taken may be among the few ways that Internet finding tools can continue to be relevant to the learning/library community and offer the accuracy and significant content needed by that community. The technical challenges faced by the large engines in their quest to cover an infinitude of audiences and Internet resources do not need to be grappled with by the community of research libraries and are not faced by focused crawlers and classifiers of the type Data Fountains relies upon. The latter are better able to develop targeted, more accurate approaches to their subjects because they enable machine assistance for, as well as amplification of, authoritative subject expertise (e.g., librarians) as a core interactive component in the process of finding and describing new resources. The processes involved target more narrowly defined, distinct, and finite subject universes and intellectual communities. This, in turn, allows them to scale appropriately for their tasks and to apply more complex and varied types of metadata for faculty, researchers, graduate students, and librarians, who generally require more precision (and authority) in their finding tools but still need to move beyond collections (even allied) that are essentially catalogs moved forward a notch. The smaller scale of this work also potentially enables innovations in effective linkage and similarity (i.e., semantic) analysis. Some experts note that the future of Internet searching as a whole may lie in searching federated finding tools based in these techniques. Such a federation could be an academic’s or librarian’s Web of high-quality finding tools. Data Fountains may offer part of the foundation needed to support such a Web.

From a related perspective, these tools represent an appropriate approach for library and library-community-scaled resource identification and description tasks that emphasizes perhaps the great advantage the library com-
community can bring to bear in creating useful finding and metadata generation tools, which no others have. That is, the community’s unparalleled subject and description expertise in finding and ordering significant resources into coherent rich collections might be amplifiable shortly, through machine assistance. If such an effort was sensibly coordinated and focused, and minor modifications in approach and established standards made to enable best use of these new tools, then the best Internet finding tools/collections could be made possible yielding high-quality and significant coverage. These collections would benefit by having the capability to catalyze, out of the mass of the Web, the resources that constitute much of its intelligent fraction and make this coherently visible and available to learners and researchers. Moreover, this could be done in such a way that digital and print record and object collections could seamlessly interact as one, rendering what would be the best information-finding tools/collections without regard to type of resource. This effort in fact has been unfolding for a long time, though, to date, in small and somewhat sporadic, uncoordinated ways. For example, INFOMINE and similar collections have provided credible links to and for the academic community for well over a decade.

Role and niche definition for machine assistance in collection-building exploratory survey

An exploratory survey conducted in fall 2005 illuminated new perspectives, desired products and services, and research opportunities as perceived by a sampling of digital library and library leaders in regard to a number of areas involving machine assistance in collection building. Generally, areas explored concerned, among others: new roles projected for machine learning/machine assistance in libraries for metadata generation, resource discovery, and rich full-text identification and extraction; new finding-tool niches and opportunities existing in the service spectrum between Google and OPAC; acceptance of streamlined, more minimal, and cost-saving approaches to metadata creation or augmentation; the role of cost-recovery-based service and cooperative, participatory business models in digital libraries.

More specifically, the purposes of the survey were to:

1. Elicit leading library attitudes in relation to the types of services, software development, and research that generally will constitute Data Fountains;
2. Test the waters in regard to attitudes toward implementing machine-learning/machine-assistance-based services for semi-automated collection building within the general context of libraries;

There was considerable agreement on most answers. As such, this initial definitional survey has proven helpful in design and product definition. Though the survey sample set/number of respondents was limited and while results need to be seen as tentative, the views expressed are from well-regarded experts in the fields of digital library and library technology, development, and services. In addition to helping define current Data Fountains services, the survey results also indicated the need for further exploration and development of the areas of services, tools, overall niche definition, and publicity. While conclusions remain tentative, barring future, larger surveys, some of the more relevant results are as follows:

- There appear to be significant niches for an automated/semi-automated collection-building/augmentation service given inadequacies in serving research-library users found in Google (and presumably other large commercial search engines) and commercial-library OPAC/catalog systems. Survey results indicate a need for services of the types characterized by Data Fountains.
- Generally, academic libraries get a slightly above middle-value (neutral) grade in terms of meeting shifting researcher and student information needs over the last decade. This indicates that, above and beyond specific library and commercial-finding tools,
there are information needs not being met by libraries in regard to information discovery and retrieval that new services may be able to help provide.

- There is support, above and beyond creating machine-assistance-based collection-building services, for developing and distributing the free, open-source software tools supporting these services. Tools that make possible machine assistance in resource description and collection development are seen as potentially providing very useful services.

- Automated metadata creation and automated resource discovery/identification, specifically, are perceived as potentially important services of significant value to libraries/digital libraries.

- There is support for the notion of automated identification and extraction of rich, full-text data (e.g., abstracts, introductions) as an important service and augmentation to metadata in improving user retrieval.

- The notion of hybrid databases/collections (such as INFOMINE) containing heterogeneous metadata records (referring to differing amounts, types, and origins of metadata) representing heterogeneous information objects/resources, of different types and levels of core importance, was supported in most regards.

- Many notions that were foreign to library and even leading-edge digital library managers/leaders (the respondents) two to three years ago appear to be acknowledged research and service issues now. Included among these are: machine assistance in collection building; crawling, extraction, and classification tools; more streamlined types of metadata; open-source software for libraries; limitations of Google for academic or research uses; limitations of commercial-library OPAC/catalog systems; and the value of rich full-text as a complement to metadata for improved retrieval.

- There is strong support, given the resource savings and collection growth made possible, for the notion of machine-created metadata: both that which is created fully automatically and, with even more support, that which is automatically created and then expert reviewed and refined.

- Amounts, types, and formats of desired metadata (very streamlined DC metadata was supported for most uses and contexts) and means of data transfer (OAI-PMH was preferred) were specified by respondents.

### Summary of Part I

Data Fountains is a unique service and system for inexpensively supporting aspects of collection building among IPDVLCS. Developing and utilizing advances in focused crawling and classification, this service automatically and semi-automatically identifies useful Internet resources (both open-Web as well as closed-collection resources including articles and reports, etc.) and generates metadata (and selected rich text) to accompany them. Data Fountains is a cooperative service, a free open-source software system, and a research-and-development project exploring machine assistance as well as machine-expert interfaces and synergies in collection building. Several useful service niches and roles for the work have been identified and have been or are being developed.

#### Part II: New directions in research

This section discusses important new directions in research for machine assistance in collection building as they relate to upcoming and expanding research, development, and prototyping within Data Fountains and iVia. Among focus areas are promising means of: automated classification for applying library standard controlled subject vocabularies/schema, including hybrid and ensemble classification; smarter and more accurate named-entity extraction (e.g., capturing object/article metadata “facts” such as publisher and publishing date); improvements in rich-text identification and harvesting; article/report collection level cocation and subject gisting functionality; and generally improved expert-guided and focused Web crawling.

#### New research in machine assistance for collection building

The iVia and Data Fountains projects have recently received a fourth National Leadership Grant from the United States Institute of Museum and Library Services that supports three years of research and development in machine assistance in collection building. In addition, the National Science Digital Library is continuing funding. The areas that will be worked in are discussed below. These have been determined through experience gained over the last eight years of work in machine-assistance-oriented systems development and dialogue with computer scientists and collection coordinators. These areas of technology work and application, though complex and challenging, are very important. That is, assuming it is important that the learning/library community not be dis-intermediated by such technologies but instead becomes more fully empowered by them. This can only occur through developing a much larger role in actively defining, guiding, and putting the technologies to best possible use.

Looking into the future, it is clear that libraries cannot simply continue to wait for or rely on good companies like
Google, OCLC, or OPAC creators to deliver them, much like a cargo cult, as they have in the past. To the degree that this is done, there is the risk of becoming vendor vectors blinded by the limitations of these companies and their product lines. These products are often incorrectly assumed to be the known technical and organizational universe of what is possible or doable.

The revolutions coming in computing power together with the low cost of this power—which will be almost ubiquitously distributed among users of library collections and services—promise much more change than libraries have seen in the last decade. Among the changes underway are those in machine learning and machine assistance in libraries.

As the changes take place, organization size may not guarantee much as, over the last decade, librarians and researchers have witnessed large academic and other research libraries, with some exception, demonstrate a profound organizational entropy in almost direct proportion to the magnitude of what are essentially paradigm shifts in scholarly communications, information provision, and research. To some degree, these simply reflect larger blockages within the universities and institutions in which libraries are embedded. As these changes play out, it should be noted that history in information or library-related public or scholarly information provision/access probably will not end with Google or OCLC—wonderful and fairly open companies—just as history in automobile manufacture has not ended with GM, computer manufacture with IBM, or Web finding with Alta Vista.

With this as background and in the vein of open planning (as well as open services and open software) and given the size of the work areas addressed and their challenges, much of the projects' technical planning and direction are being presented in this paper. These areas of computer and information-science research and development, which will affect libraries in many ways, are evolving rapidly into practical application.

The current major research areas are:

### Document-scale learning and classification

A strong emphasis in the new work will be on document-scale machine learning, classification, and named-entity extraction in regard to collections of research papers, reports, theses, and monographs.

Internet-object boundary detection is another important concern. Detecting and properly defining compound documents (e.g., Web hyper-books on multiple pages or sites) is a goal, as is identifying compound-document points of author-intended entry and intended-user paths (i.e., author-intended main connective threads in distributed or compound documents). Relatedly, improved internal-document structure identification for better document-level classification and extraction is critical. Involved are standard-document internal-structure identification (e.g., abstract, introduction, summary text, captions for tables/figures) including units of rich text and micro-information units of text organized via subttopic. Methods of document-level word-and-phrase graphing as per
TextRank and other means of identifying small-world and micro-information units are currently being pursued. A strong emphasis as well will be on examining and implementing new means of co-referencing among documents in collections and new means of identifying latent topics in a well-defined collection. By way of explanation, another term for co-referencing is co-citation. An example of such co-referencing is referencing work, described in papers, that has been funded through the same agency and program or that shares principal investigators in addition to standard bibliographic citation. This will improve on work done in CiteSeer.IST (ResearchIndex) and similar projects through integrating and advancing the promising approaches of Rexa open-source collection-management software. The focus of this effort will be on integrating article-level named-entity extraction as well as co-citation and bibliometric-refined subject identification within collections of papers/reports.

**Individual text-classification algorithm and training method improvement**

New research on individual text-classification algorithms will be examined and applied. The emphasis here will be on prototyping and measuring how applicable recent promising scholarly work might be to library-related metadata-generation challenges. The major focus continues to be in the area of applying controlled, library standard subject vocabularies (e.g., LCSH, LCC, and DDC). Many of the improvements relate to advances in individual text-classification algorithms, classifier training and fine-tuning, training-corpora cleanup and normalization techniques, and creating the ability for the individual classifiers to hybridize with other classifiers. Of special interest are classifiers that perform well with very large numbers of classes, both small and large amounts of text, and that yield probabilistic estimates in class assignment (e.g., of a particular LCSH). The latter allows both provision of multiple class assignments for resources that have multiple subjects as well as greater accuracy and knowledge of the confidence level of the assignments (thresholds of confidence level in accuracy can be set in applying, or not, a particular classification).

More specifically, this work will examine, test, and—depending on test results—refine recently improved variants of the most promising of several classification algorithms. Among those are:

- Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
- Logistic Regression (LR)
- Naïve Bayes (NB)
- Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)
- kNN/kNN Model

A number of metrics to measure performance of these and other text classifiers in regard to controlled subject assignment, in both fully-automated and user-interactive (semi-automated) modes, will also be employed.

**Hybrid classifiers**

An important effort will be to test and develop new hybrid classifiers that incorporate the best capabilities of two or more in one classifier. Much of the current research has involved developing and improving new hybrids that combine the best of discriminative (e.g., LR, SVMs, decision trees) and generative (e.g., NB and Expectation Maximization) techniques in classification. For example, NB is fast but lacking in accuracy, while SVMs are accurate but can be slow to train. Hybrid models can produce better accuracy/coverage than either their purely generative or purely discriminative counterparts. Various combinations, among others, of LR, HMM, and SVM are among the most promising.

**Ensemble classification or classifier fusion**

This constitutes one of the main current directions in classification research and has been applied to a wide range of real-world challenges. Classification ensembles are reputed to be more accurate than any individual classifier making them up. An important focus is on experimenting with new approaches to automated and semi-automated ensemble classification that involves creating frameworks that support metaclassifiers or classifier-recommender systems to apply multiple classifiers, as appropriate, to the classification task. Developing classifier ensembles, including the metaclassifiers to guide them, is a major element in making possible the self-service aspect of an open, automated metadata-generation service, given that the metaclassifier is intended to determine the nature of the collection and classification task and assign the appropriate classifier(s) to the job. It is probable that expert interaction at suitable points in this process will improve performance.

**Distributed classification**

Classifier ensembles are often used for distributed data mining in order to discover knowledge from inherently distributed and heterogeneous information sources and to scale-up learning to very large databases (often the context for library-related tasks). However, standard methods
of combining multiple classifiers, such as stacking, can have high performance costs. New classifier combination strategies and methods of distributed interaction will be examined to better handle very large classification needs. Distributed classification, by nature, would be focused on improving large-scale self-service classification.

Semi-automated, expert-interactive classification

Means of enabling semi-automated, expert-interactive classification will be presented. There is much scope for building interactive classifiers that engage the tool user or collection coordinator in an active dialogue (e.g., multiple iterations of machine/expert actions and feedback loops) that leads to incorporation of expert knowledge about specific classification tasks, metadata, and collections into the classifier, thus improving performance. That is, an active learning model can be extended significantly for these processes to include both feature-selection and document-labeling conversations, exploiting rapidly increasing computing power to give the user immediate feedback on choices to improve the classification process.

Several different models featuring domain expert-interactive classification and extraction will be evaluated. These vary from being extremely interactive, emphasizing frequent machine assists, to less interactive, where experts profile, launch, and only occasionally refine a primarily machine process. The initial focus will be on the latter models. Note that iVia and Data Fountains have included a metadata generator with semi-automated record builder for years. OLLIE and HIClass are examples of systems that are more intensively expert-interactive. Classification tasks and collection types will be characterized as to which lend themselves to frequent expert interactions, occasional interactions, or more fully-automated modes (i.e., little interaction or initial profiling/definition only).

Classifier training and evaluation techniques

As important as direct work on the classifiers is work emphasizing assessment, cleaning, and testing of classifier-training data and classifier-evaluation techniques. Involved are training data/corpora-normalization techniques, document-clustering techniques, and classifier bias/variance-reduction techniques. Also involved on the classifier side are tuning issues in regard to the data at hand, including improved feature-selection techniques and determining and using confidence estimates in applying/not applying classifications. Different approaches to these will be examined, tested, and refined with a range of training corpora.

Improved focused crawling

Focused crawling is an appropriately scaled method of crawling for many library collections (see Part I). It is used to discover new Internet resources by defined topic terminology and topic Web-link neighborhood. Topic similarity
and semantic analysis are key measures of significance that are combined with linkage co-citation measures to indicate significance or relevance of a new resource. Topic similarity among resources will be increasingly modeled through a topic-linkage matrix (i.e., semantic similarity map). New means of evaluating, fine-tuning, and improving basic crawling will be examined. Rules reflecting the specific semantics of each major subject area are to be developed by participants for crawls/classification.

**Combined mining and extraction that support improved focused crawling in regard to best link pursuit and expert interaction**

The development of hybrid, unified approaches to extraction and mining can be applied to focused crawling. The processes of data mining, rich-text identification and extraction, and the newest forms of focused crawling are starting to overlap and depend upon one another in important ways (as discussed in the section on preferential focused crawling). Another focus for development efforts will therefore be work to more systematically refine best-link pursuit with an eye toward combining advances in mining, extraction, and rich-text identification in focused crawling. This work will be undertaken to improve the work on NiFC. Focused crawling will improve in many situations, as well, through use of user-interactive components and data-visualization interfaces (e.g., control boards that visualize an interactive graph to aid in expert “lifting” of the values of specific sites/subtopic neighborhoods to better reflect their significance to the expert). This in turn that will help users guide and tune the crawling, in semi-automated fashion, to better fit the goals and context of a particular crawl.

**Modeling different approaches for a self-service, openly accessible metadata-generation service(s)**

The Data Fountains and iVia efforts have some experience with modeling metadata-collection related services, having provided collaborative, scholarly virtual-library service successfully for more than a decade. The Data Fountains project has improved upon earlier work and represents an automated and semi-automated resource discovery, metadata generation, and rich-text identification and harvest service for cooperating collections. The intent is that Data Fountains be a self-service operation. In related effort, with co-operators at the National Science Digital Library (NSDL) and Library of Congress (LC), the Data Fountains project has been striving to develop self-service dash boards that collection managers can use to configure, profile, and satisfy their needs. By complementing initial profiling with ongoing interactive dialogue, guidance, and refinement, more precise task definition and tool utilization can be achieved. The goal is to have a service that can, through advanced interfaces, engage users in dialogue to help them better determine their options, the tasks involved in achieving them, the capabilities and limitations of the tools available, and therefore, the best choice of tools and practices given their specific service needs and the nature of their collections.

**Summary of Part II**

There are many fronts of research in machine learning as applied to text processing and new-resource discovery in regard to collection building of various types, relevant to libraries, which have opened over the last few years. The Data Fountains/iVia research described is looking into just a few of these. For libraries, the borders between computer science, information science, and library science are dissolving rapidly. It would be hard to devise or project forward a five-year plan for a large working library without some understanding of current and oncoming machine-learning and machine-assistance work in each of these disciplines, the many inter-connected organizational/community/technical issues, and without an understanding that goes beyond the domain of current or developing products and services from existing vendors.

**Part III: Issues and reflections**

Part III is intended to define and address some of the many challenges and issues that are arising or may arise as a result of work on machine-assistance tools in the areas of automated and semi-automated resource discovery, metadata generation, and rich, full-text identification and harvest. Included here are reflections on and questions about some of the probable implications and impacts of, as well as roadblocks to, machine-learning technologies applied to collection building. Addressed are probable impacts leading to changing roles for libraries, librarian expertise, library standard vocabularies/schema, and the organizations that are the stewards of library standards. These include:

- What might be the effect of these technologies on library operations, including changes in the areas and nature of expenditure of expertise required, shifts in amount of expertise required, and changes in divisions of labor (both human/human and human/machine)?
What are the effects on libraries and end users when the coverage of finding-tool content can be greatly and inexpensively broadened and deepened?
How do current or traditional approaches to library-based practices and standards help foster or hinder these technologies?
How will best practices develop in regard to machine-assisted activities?
How do these technologies amplify and enable or simply prematurely dislodge librarian expertise?
Who will own these technologies and tools?
How open to evolution are library metadata standards and the organizations entrusted with their stewardship?
How will these technologies impact these standards?

Unfortunately, most of these questions will remain as questions unanswered. The few answers offered here must remain as tentative, contradictory, and flawed as those of most who dabble in the cottage industry of imagining library futures. Still, in the effort to help map some of the new information landscape that is becoming apparent, these reflections, developed over the course of the last few years, may be small contributions toward defining and understanding what is coming.

**New medium, new organization, and an over-proliferation of electronic toll booths and borders**

Another challenge is that Internet access to library-collection contents and library catalog-described data, both free and fee-based, is becoming increasingly restricted as libraries, library service organizations, and publishers grope to create special aggregations, with exclusive access for their clienteles. Countering this in their adherence to open access, have been, among others, services developed by, for example, arXiv, the Institute of Museum and Library Services open archive, CDL eScholarship, OAIster, CiteSeer, and NSDL.

Differences in the two approaches may increasingly become an issue. On the one hand there is the broad, long-term community ethic favoring open access to an Internet with few walls or borders, and authors enabled to publish directly via the Internet through open eprint collections or dual commercial/personal-site publishing/copyrighting of their work. On the other hand there is the fairly narrow definition of an Internet information niche in which electronic/virtual services and collection access remain mapped restrictively to the sponsoring physical libraries/collections/institutions/publishers. Libraries face a contradiction or tension between these two approaches. The latter mode is a natural effort to retain a tightly held clientele and access model that has characterized physical libraries, reflecting narrowly conceived and decades-old organizational/budget/certification/user models of physical-library services and publisher controls. Much of this practice is necessitated by commercial publishers (for whom libraries often have no alternative but to act as vectors), together with the lack of vision for and outdated stereotypes held of libraries by the larger organizations in which they find themselves. At the same time, much of the problem is also due to the inability of libraries to develop new cooperative organizational modes, models, and services that map better to the new medium, map better to new author and user benefits enabled by this medium, and that are better able to exploit fully and fluidly the new medium’s capabilities. The types of compartmentalization of collections, access, and services needed for physical libraries and print, or necessitated by publisher restrictions, are increasingly an obstacle when projected onto Internet access and service capabilities. Thorough rethinking is needed, just as the educational and scholarly missions of the university as a whole must be thoroughly rethought in the light of Internet-associated technologies and capabilities.

While the information highway must be paid for, over-compartmentalization based on dated organizational and service models is yielding an over-multiplication of

**Licensing for automatic agents of libraries**

It will become increasingly important for libraries to develop licenses with commercial-resource vendors/publishers that allow crawlers/classifiers and other automated programs, to be seen as agents of and for these libraries. It is important that automated agents be allowed to work with (e.g., create or enrich metadata and therefore increase end-user success in finding) both free and fee-based materials in much the same way that an expert bibliographer, cataloger, or public-services librarian would when selecting, creating original metadata for, and providing access to a new commercially vended book intended to become part of a library or other well-defined collection. Automated agents accessing and processing fee-based, Internet-delivered information objects do so with the goal of improving the finding tools of the institution paying the fee to provide access for users to these objects (i.e., “library users”). Thus, they are engaged in a bona fide, fair use of the material by and for the purchasing/subscribing institution. The metadata and descriptive information these tools develop help make the materials they process more visible in collection/finding-tool contexts, a goal which should be desirable by all parties (i.e., end user, subscribing library, and owning author/publisher).
toll booths and border crossings among aggregations and collections. An example has been the emphasis at many University of California campus libraries on the single campus OPAC rather than the pooling of resources across UC libraries for the strengthening and refinement of CDL’s Melvyl Union Catalog. It is likely that with systemwide, multicampus shared resources, Melvyl could improve in all respects vastly beyond the single campus OPAC. This is noted in the Final Report of the Bibliographic Services Task Force of the University of California Libraries.40 Overall, institutional parochialism can and has greatly lessened the value and fluidity of the Internet as a medium for information provision. The booths and borders of tightly held collections make material harder to find, less visible, and less useful than would be true of more open, expansive collections and archives. As Dempsey stated, libraries need to find “better ways to match supply and demand in the open network. . . . We need new services that operate at the network level, above the level of individual libraries.”41 For crawlers and classifiers, the booths and borders that are proliferating in libraries can act disjunctively as barriers, reducing their performance.

There are few answers to the challenges that over-proliferation of booths and borders represent. They are often practical solutions to immediate needs. Still, projects that are exploring new avenues in organization and open, sharable collections (and the standards they are based upon) should be further encouraged and supported community-wide. These include the open archives already mentioned and systems such as those iVia/Data Fountains work upon that to provide services for such collections in an open, inclusive, cooperative, participatory manner. While the answer will probably remain a mix of open (reflecting capabilities of media) and closed (reflecting organizational and vendor restraints) collections, it would be progress to move the balance point more toward the middle and away from so many booths and borders.

### Note on the related issue of meta-search

Libraries often respond to some of these open/closed/multiple-collection aggregator and “brand” challenges and issues with meta-search services. Meta-search can serve to mask the fundamental, growing problem of increasing booths and borders. Meta-search, unlike the Internet-borne conceptions of open service, collections, access, systems, software, and standards, does not really ask us to change our fundamental assumptions, organizations, or data architectures to match the capabilities of the new information medium. It does not ask us to cooperate more fully and share at the level of collection and data; it also doesn’t encourage uniform-standards adoption and development. While meta-search is a fine answer to certain needs, sometimes it is used as a technical means to attempt to avoid these more fundamental issues. In addition, meta-search can be constraining for user search/access—i.e., it frequently disallows use of significant or unique search and metadata capabilities of each individual database to which it is applied. Meta-search in libraries is becoming increasingly central, though it has many current operational flaws. Among these flaws are:

- simplification or dumbing-down of search in order to access lowest-common-denominator fields;
- clumsy cross-walking among fields, or metadata terminologies that really are not equivalents;
- difficulty in collating results/eliminating duplicates; and
- difficulty of matching differing results ranking weightings/systems held by different bases.

Libraries emphasizing this approach may be increasingly themselves perceived as dumbed down by academics, grad students, or serious researchers, who must reach beyond Google, the OPAC, and meta-search search and display. Instead of, or in addition to, meta-search, it might be wise to pursue more fully the hybrid database approach of combining heterogeneous records for multiple collections (and multiple retrieval languages as needed) in one database.42 As computing power increases geometrically and price decreases drastically every couple of years, the challenge that the hybrid-database approach poses in regard to searching and maintenance of very large hybrid databases may soon become less of a problem. This power also implies that meta-search become more useful.

### Library standard controlled subject schema/vocabularies

As the promise of automated and semi-automated metadata generation and related tools becomes better known, it may be important for the community as a whole to urge our major subject vocabulary standards organizations, i.e., LC and OCLC, to open more fully their standards and input in standard making for wider participation on the part of new communities of researchers, developers, and end users. Both organizations maintain important library standard subject vocabularies/schema, LCSH/LCC, and DDC, and related large bibliographic databases and classifier-training data embodying these standards. In this work, both organizations need to more actively seek out and encourage a wider variety of open innovation and development, both within and outside of the library community. This means involving more researchers, end users, and other perspectives in the effort of contributing to the more rapid evolution of these standards in an attempt both to better meet end-user finding needs and
to facilitate application of the standards through machine assistance. While OCLC and LC have been generous in providing their data and standards for iVia research (others that have been generous with training data have been the Cornell University Library and CDL), most known work on these standards is funneled through their organizations, allies, and organizational filters. This is, of course, critical to a point for coordination; however, if overdone it may unnecessarily inhibit wider pollinations, new perspectives (e.g., a wider variety of linguists, computer scientists, and subject vocabulary/schema experts from other disciplines such as medicine and the sciences), decision making, and faster movement forward.

Informing the perspective here is that, while there are major costs involved in maintaining and coordinating these vocabularies/schemas, such costs are being borne directly or indirectly by the community in fees paid, monies applied (often public monies through the large participating public university/land-grant libraries, among others), or labor volunteered/provided. LC is a public agency and OCLC a corporate cooperative. In many ways then, libraries, through their metadata expert/cataloger community, should be seen as “owning,” as both co-author and funding agent, more of a share in these vocabularies (and other standards in library metadata) than their stewarding organizations. A significant portion of the success of thousands of individual libraries is dependent on the successful evolution (replacement?) of these standards through the facilitation efforts and new roles adopted by these two organizations.

Ultimately, it must be recognized that in many ways, OCLC and LC metadata schema and vocabularies (as well as conventions, styles, and customs in practical application) represent the codified wisdom, in the form of very large knowledge bases, of decades of resource description practice on the part of information professionals in thousands of institutions. The library community is the co-author of these, and OCLC and LC are their stewards. When viewing the community as owner, and when taking into account that the community needs to evolve more rapidly with its users to survive, then periodic clarification and renewal of the origin, intent, and understanding of the stewarding organizations and the standards they coordinate might help encourage more rapid, far-sighted change. Libraries may or may not sink to the degree that this is realized. In this light, it should be noted that some communities, including path-breaking projects within NSDL, have made well-reasoned decisions not to use these library subject vocabulary standards (Carl Lagoze, pers. comm.). These are just recent examples, given that abstracting and indexing services/databases, for the journal literature, have in most cases long ago chosen to use their own specialist vocabularies, often supplementing these by enabling key-word or natural-language searching of abstracts or complete full-text.

Among other core practical concerns here are that the library community’s standards may not be seen as useful and as widely applicable as other information communities may desire. That is, if an important goal is to evolve and expand standards long associated with and emanating from the library community into becoming the standards of new, larger communities outside of libraries, then a more-guarded-than-not approach, is slow to respond to early adaptors or innovators and slows sensible change, may not be the best path.

Here it should be said that there are significant ongoing efforts to overcome some of the challenges and better evolve LCSH/LCC. OCLC’s Faceted Application of Subject Terminology (FAST) may represent a step in the right direction. Having an entry-level vocabulary to translate end-user terminology to appropriate library subject standard vocabulary terms would be of great importance to most types of end user. OCLC has also been working with the Resource Description Network (RDN) to streamline DDC application. There just need to be more of these efforts moving at a more rapid clip. As MacEwan concluded in 1998, “if LCSH does not change it will sooner or later be abandoned….” The same might be said of library subject vocabulary/classification standards.

However, in the worst-case scenario, assuming the existing subject standards cannot evolve more rapidly to meet new user needs in information access, collection building, and metadata creation, now may even be an appropriate juncture for a large-scale rethinking and rebuilding, from the ground up. The architecture, intent, end-user audience, form, and substance of these standards would need to be rebuilt and expanded. A capability for organizationally responding more quickly to what has amounted over the last few years to far-reaching paradigm shifts would be enabled. Now may be the time because, in addition to the questions of the openness/innovation/evolutionary adaptability of these standards, they exhibit significant, long-noted, functional flaws in terms of a non-librarian end user finding success. Among others often noted are:

- Misuse/lack of understanding on the part of end users (and, rarely, poor learning materials and guidance supplied by librarians) due to real or perceived complexity, often associated with the use of subheadings and arcane terms that are far from intuitive for users).
- Typically sparse application that doesn’t fully represent the number or depth of topics addressed by a work. Despite the time needed to create the MARC record manually, very few LCSHs are applied (often three or less in the University of California’s Melvyl Union Catalog).
- The arcane and overly general nature of many terms that sometimes do not accord with terminology used by practitioners in the field.
The lack of currency of terms describing new or recent phenomenon (see discussion of entry vocabulary).

The lack of uniformity of subject granularity in their application across multiple cataloging institutions for the same/similar works.

The significant amounts of expensive expert labor involved in their application.

Their complexity often at least partially assumes some expert mediation (that may not be available, given that access is increasingly from outside the library) or long-term experience with the vocabulary.

Overdone detail/complexity, some of it either not extremely useful to researchers and nonlibrarian end users or already instantly verifiable by users.

Their arcane-ness and complexity, which limits capabilities for machine assistance in application and, thus thwarts a major, inexpensive means for future collection growth, increased coverage, and more useful collections.

Fortunately, and this is crucial, it turns out that much of the tonic needed for improvement may reside in the areas of inexpensively augmenting, as opposed to changing, the LCSH/LCC/DDC schema/vocabularies. For example, it is probable that most significant objects, when not digitized themselves, will be accompanied increasingly by digitized, representative cores of searchable natural-language rich text, as LC is doing with its table of contents digitization. Automatically and semi-automated tools for rich-text identification, extraction, and end-user searching are showing applicability now (see part I). Similarly, keyphrase identification and application can be accomplished automatically with a good degree of reliability; these processes play a role similar to rich text in providing useful retrieval terms and in augmenting subject searching with/without these controlled vocabularies. Finally, reasonably good overall subject gisting is occurring in the creation of annotation-like constructs. All of these—rich text, keyphrases, and annotation-like constructs alike—are of great potential value in addressing controlled subject vocabulary/schema inadequacies and in complementing LCSH/LCC/DDC in end-user finding.

It is also probable that use of machine means to augment overarching subject vocabularies with complementary and much more granular/detailed specialist vocabularies (both expert created and controlled as well as those that are automatically invoked) will shortly be practical and prove very useful. Streamlined LCSH/LCC/DDC could be made perhaps to function as linguistic “switching yards” with specialist vocabularies oriented to them and acting as extensions via the spine provided by the generalist vocabularies (similar to work being explored by Vizine-Goetz). All of this could be hinged on the synonymy and other term/concept relationships supplied by WordNet or other whole natural-language corpora. In such a manner, reconceived LCSH/LCC/DDC can basically work as multi-vocabulary integration and translation tools in cases where the granularity of the subject becomes very fine-grained or specialized. Such synonymy, linguistic linkages, and switching capabilities would make possible more meaningful and accurate interrelations and more fluid user movement among the vocabularies and concepts of multiple disciplines and multiple-controlled vocabularies/schema. This would also better enable the end user when employing terms actually used by practitioners/researchers/students in their disciplines.

These and other efforts are crucial because, despite their problems, LCSH/LCC/DDC are comprehensive, overarching vocabularies and schema that, though complex (as are the subject vocabularies of BIOSIS and Pubmed/Medline, which successfully represent very large subject universes of their own), have done a generally useful job of representing and coherently organizing finding terminology for most known worldly (and unworldly) phenomena. This, on any basis, is no easy task.

These library standard vocabularies might best be seen as both essential connective tissue and as spines that could coherently thread many disciplines and interests, and many of the more specific vocabularies, together. Without such a spine, interdisciplinarians, researchers/students new to an area, and generalists—whose focus requires wide knowledge often across among many disciplines (and therefore subject vocabularies)—may find themselves handicapped. Each sub- and then sub-sub-specialization might develop its own mutually exclusive and contradictory terminology in a manner that natural-language substitutions such as keyphrase and rich-text availability can only partially fix. Many end users and librarians noted the downsides of natural-language-text-only searching two decades ago while using newspaper and other full-text databases offered by Dialog or BRS. Finally, one cannot ignore that LCSH/LCC/DDC have huge established bases of practitioners and metadata records employing them. Therefore, their value is large.

To summarize, the solutions to the problems inherent in using library standard subject vocabulary/schema and other controlled metadata will involve the following:

- openness to extensive hybridization of approaches to rethinking subject vocabularies/schema and other metadata;
- awareness of, design for, guidance of, and incorporation of new machine-assisted technologies to boost collection coverage and reduce costs of application;
- embracing machine assistance, as appropriate, as a means of amplifying and extending expertise and application;
- applying existent technologies for generation of key-
phrases, description-like constructs, and rich text in order to augment controlled subject vocabularies;
- developing a better conception of end-user metadata expectations and needs against the backdrop and expectations generated by the Web, such as instant end-user access/verification; and
- making use of specialist vocabularies that might be dovetailed well with and coordinated through standard vocabularies.

## Invoked subject vocabularies—hierarchical and otherwise

It is important to track recent research into automated and semi-automated means for creating (often referred to in the computer-science literature as “inducing” or extracting) hierarchical and other subject vocabularies/ontologies from natural-language corpora (see part II). The intent of this work is to have the natural-language terms used by practitioners directly populate and structure the subject-finding approach. Automated induction of subject vocabularies will be useful to augment and increase the capabilities, flexibility, and interactivity of standard subject vocabularies/schema.55

At the very least, and this is important, they could function to automatically suggest synonyms or new terminology for ongoing vocabularies/schema. And these approaches could be put to use in building entry-level vocabularies that front the vocabularies of the standards.56

They could also be used to aid in the semi-automated or automated repopulation/rewriting of the standards, if large-scale, from-the-ground-up reworking is deemed necessary at some point. This would be done on a discipline-by-discipline, subject-by-subject basis.

## Resource discovery, search engines, and your library’s subject portal

Library collections, virtual libraries, portals, and Internet-enabled catalogs of openly accessible, significant Internet resources all function as “hubs” (see part I). Along with other types of expert-created hubs, they have played a role in providing most large, sophisticated, commercial search engines with a significant means for modeling and determining high-quality resources and, when accurate, a considerable portion of their accuracy. Though Google and others do not detail how their search algorithms work, most advanced crawlers highly weight (give authority to) sites that contain large numbers of links to research and other significant resources, especially when expert created. Similarly, resources from specific domains such as .edu, .org, and .gov, and institutions such as libraries, universities, and scholarly societies can be identified and more highly weighted. This is another case of the community’s expertise/authority functioning as a knowledge base that, when offered as a public good (as library-created hubs often are), helps better enable directional tools for these commercial and noncommercial crawlers. There is nothing wrong with this as long as the community is aware of its contribution and as long as its efforts are recognized by these businesses. Expert library-based subject portals often reciprocate usage by using commercial engines for resource discovery, though this usually represents a minor way of collecting because other expert sources are preferred.

## Enumeration of catalysts for, impacts of, and issues in machine assistance in the library community

Related to these research and technical developments, the library community needs to think through a great many interrelated and diverse issues and questions regarding (1) impacts of the machine assistance we have been discussing; (2) the possible massive automation of metadata generation and resource discovery in libraries, (3) who will “own” these technologies and ideas, and (4) changes in expectations/roles of metadata practitioners and standards and their stewards, in the following areas:

- When will machine learning/machine assistance yield reliable, inexpensive, and therefore massive application of metadata on an Internet scale, that meets librarian, and more importantly, end-user expectations in terms of usefulness? Machine assistance should begin to be factored into long-term planning.
- What will be the effects of this machine amplification in changing the importance/roles/content of subject standards? That is, how and to what degree will a new means and scale of application change these standards generally, and how they’re perceived and used by end users and librarians and, therefore, be applied by the library community? How might these standards themselves change both in terms of changes in and approaches to vocabulary and schema? That is to say, how would massive, machine-assisted application in and of itself change the makeup of the vocabulary, schema, and the styles/conventions with which they are applied?
- How might the roles of the stewards of these standards change, given massive application as well as possible interest on the part of other communities? Can library standards penetrate and be effectively used by other information communities? What changes in the standards would be required to achieve this?
What are the trade-offs between highly manual or craftsman/guild approaches and highly automated or more industrial approaches to applying metadata? Within which contexts, collections, resources, and budgets are these approaches to be best used, either singly or combined in various proportions, in building/expanding a collection? How does each approach best complement the other in library collections?

To what degree will changing end-user information usage and access patterns change approaches in regard to collection design and access assumptions, the metadata standards the collections are based upon, and the stewarding organizations of the standards?

To what degree may labor and resource savings, as well as the ability to provide for more comprehensive collections, as offered by this technology, dictate changes within the library community in regard to expectations for metadata quality and specificity? In which information-seeking contexts and collections and to what degree will the Google-type record or minimal, streamlined DC become, if not a necessity themselves, then a pole toward which library bibliographic metadata evolves?

A question self-evident to most but not to all is: to what degree will the nature of the Internet itself continue to change our approach to supplying metadata? Again, researchers in academic departments no longer need walk across campus to the library by virtue of having many bibliographic details of an object present in a metadata record. Increasingly, they can go to the object on the Internet and instantly verify the detail for themselves. Should libraries de-emphasize data elements/fields that are dependably and quickly end-user verifiable in favor of expending more expertise, time, and resources in gisting/describing the subject, intent, and perhaps even estimated quality or significance of the work?

In which specific ways will labor be saved and machines be capable of assisting in resource discovery and metadata generation? That is, what level of automation/semi-automation is acceptable to the community and reliably deployable in production over horizons of one to five years? What level of quality/depth will users accept in metadata designed to occupy the continuum existing between the MARC record and the Google “record” (this being a large and significant service area; see part I)? How will this technology change old and enable new roles, tasks, and production routines for library subject experts and other staff? How will libraries ramp up and transition into this?

Will the substantial potential economic advantages of automated or semi-automated generation of library standard metadata such as LCSH/LCC/DDC vocabularies/schema drive a rethinking toward greater uniformity/simplicity/streamlining of these standards and conventions in their application, explicitly with machine application in mind? For example, perhaps only a subset of a whole vocabulary will be used and those that are used will become less detailed and less rich for experts but also—for most end users—less complex and arcane, and more intuitive.

In some ways, the existence of DC is a recognition that this kind of rethinking and streamlining of library description standards, in the interest of representing and providing access to a much larger scale of communities and resources, is already well under way. What are the obstacles to greater usage of DC?

What should the balance be in streamlining metadata for automated application, in relation to its current complexity/depth while augmenting with rich text? From another perspective, what is the balance when considering the oversimplification and loss of descriptive power when using machine methods as compared with that otherwise achievable through use of subject expertise? How will libraries determine best balances of expert and machine in regard to different tasks? How will this be quantified and determined through examination of user retrieval success/satisfaction—with this, in turn, factored against the backdrop of metadata creation costs, full-text data harvesting and retrieval, and the need for collections with much greater reach?

As accurate means of metadata and rich-text generation for/from text objects improve, machine assistance will allow a shifting of expertise to provide better collection coverage and expression of subject-domain expertise (e.g., in abstracts). How will this new capability for breadth and depth be defined and used in library collections? For example, will new visual, multimedia, and data objects—which the Web has made possible on a mass basis and which libraries generally do not cover well—become a major goal in repurposing expertise since these do not easily lend themselves to machine processing (Karen Calhoun, pers. comm.)?

Might streamlining and the usage of multiple depths/types of metadata application first require the acceptance within the community of the concept of the multtiered collection/database that supports multiple levels and types of heterogeneous resources representing differing levels of importance to users? Or, can this need be met through more fully evolved meta-search approaches?

Helping to structure this metadata heterogeneity might be the sliding-scale application of varying levels of metadata-generation labor expenditures and amounts/type of metadata, with the lower-
and middle-value resources receiving application of streamlined standard vocabularies/schema and rich text, automatically or semi-automatically, at low cost. High-value resources would continue to receive expert-applied, expensively created, complex, and high-quality metadata as well as rich text. Libraries already make such distinctions in quality/significance to some degree through purchasing (e.g., departmental collecting profiles/weightings by subject and object type and cost) and order-of-cataloging priority decisions, as well as by student/faculty input on specific items. More specifically, we would need to discuss and develop criteria in determining the core or peripheral value of a resource for its subjects and user communities and then, based on the judgments derived, appropriately apportion amount and type of metadata and expert labor or machine assistance, on a sliding scale. Again, while it should be noted that the library community has generally avoided rendering judgments on the possible use/relevance of a resource to a subject community, libraries nevertheless do routinely make general calls that effectively function this way to some degree. In making this judgement, it would be critical to involve resource users. Reviewer-researcher, library user, and librarian evaluations for purchases as well as finding tool/collection-usage statistics for the specific subject or author and item all could be woven into the means by which the core weighting of a resource could be assigned and be refined over time via usage. Developing this value is important from a library standpoint. It is a key that may help unlock solutions for some of the community’s bigger challenges, including those revolving around the best marriage of machine assistance with librarian expertise. How do libraries go about making these sliding-scale evaluations with some uniformity, among different collection types and interests, with an eye toward tasking expert and machine?

- Could a new scale of application and interest on the part of new communities be better catalyzed through the incentive offered by opening up the LCSH/LCC/DDC subject vocabularies/schema on an open-standards/open-source, free-software model?
- If development of these technologies is constrained with regard to action/inaction on the part of the community and its stewards, will the standards be replaced—or become obsolete—for major existing or prospective sectors of users? If so, what does this mean for the library community?
- By and for whom is such standard subject vocabulary/schema application technology developed within the community? Classifiers are actually trained through great amounts of what, in many cases, is real community-created knowledge in order to apply community-developed schema/vocabularies. Smart crawlers and extractors similarly use (have “learned”) collectively created information patterns, derived from open-knowledge bases of various sorts. Who should own these tools/models and how open/closed should the programming code/ideas be, considering they could not be built without using the collective wisdom embodied in these knowledge bases? These tools exploit decades of labor by thousands of institutions, whose assumption has generally been that the knowledge base and, by extension, the tools that are built on and benefit from it, are and should remain directly or indirectly, public goods.

- Can some of the general end-user search deficiencies commonly acknowledged for LCSH/LCC/DDC be rectified to some extent by automatically/semi-automatically providing rich full-text accompaniment for each record/resource, either in the form of “selected” excerpts verbatim or as processed into significant keyphrases representing this text? How could the presence of this rich text not so much change as augment these standards? For example, rich full-text might be relied upon to contain detail that obviated the need to use certain LCSH subdivisions or other types of MARC metadata. Could inadequacies/inaccuracies in expert-applied and machine-applied metadata be partially countered, for end-user retrieval purposes, through the presence of rich full-text? Rich text, as well as keyphrases/terms and descriptions that serve the same purpose in this context, can now be reliably generated in many cases automatically. What would be the right mix of subject-vocabulary standard metadata and accompanying, selected natural-language text for best end-user success? How might rich-text extraction and searching improve upon searching of whole-object full-text? How much rich text is needed and how distilled should it be? Large, whole-object full-text searching can often be a searcher’s quagmire, clouding results rankings and weightings.

- For whom is machine learning/assistance in collection building patented? The ideas, training corpora, algorithms, and data models discussed need to be observed and protected for the public domain to encourage their widespread and inexpensive availability, as well as their evolution. The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is now more commonly supporting the patenting of whole, generic processes that have heretofore had one or both feet in the commons, as compared with solely granting patent rights in more discrete areas of original invention. It would be unfortunate to find one day that machine assistance in collection building had been patented. This is especially an issue, given that there is little machine learning of interest to libraries that does not mine, apply, and extend the stored wisdom and knowledge that the community has built for decades.
Summary of Part III

It is important to think through and anticipate a great number of issues and concerns—including those of open models and open development—regarding machine-assistance tools (e.g., classifiers, extractors, and related algorithms/models) that generate library standard metadata, and identify and extract useful natural-language data. It is important because these tools could become central activities in libraries over the next one to five years. Reflection here is especially appropriate, given the degree that these tools are trained on exemplars from library collections and come to distill and embody models of library metadata, standards, and expertise that represent the knowledge created over decades through the effort of a whole community. It is important to think through what machine-assistance technologies in collection building imply for the future role of the librarian’s expertise. Specifically, libraries need to reconceptualize machine-assistance software not as fully automated “AI” but rather, as enabling expert driven, strongly interactive, “servo-mechanisms” that semi-automate some work to increase the reach, quality, and user-finding success within library collections. While it will probably start out with ten or fifteen minutes of expert time saved per record by such tools, this is a lot of time saved when aggregated across the entire community and will only increase. And the community needs to think through what this implies for the evolution of library-standard metadata, given that machine assistance will increasingly allow for massive and economic application, if a convergence of machine capabilities and machine-friendly metadata standards is architected.

This large-scale amplification of usage will quite likely involve changing the value/roles of these standards for the community, as well as for the larger communities that may come to use them at the cost of simplification, streamlining, and a greater reliance on end users to verify some of their own metadata details (often interacting directly with the digital resource). The tools also imply a restructuring of expertise and its application in metadata creation in libraries to reflect a division of labor, with semi-automated machine description processes spent on the mass of useful but mid- to lower-value materials; with and expert time being spent on high-value resources; and with both types of records residing in the same multitiered, heterogeneous collection. Finally, needing examination will be the roles of the stewardship organizations in:

- shepherding the community’s metadata standards during a period of great change;
- openly evolving the application of metadata standards within the context of machine assignment for the greatest possible good;
- rapidly evolving the application of metadata standards to retain guidance of and to keep pace with open and proprietary developments in these areas;
- distilling the metadata knowledge base and wisdom created by the community as this is transformed into the programmatic knowledge (rule bases and models) used by new tools.

This knowledge base is a priceless asset for the library community in sustaining service roles in an age of the large-scale advent of commercial-information access, delivery, and ownership.

Conclusion

This article discusses work over the last several years in machine-learning software and services relevant to collection building in libraries. A number of promising avenues for exploration and research are detailed. Deeper understanding of and more direct involvement in areas of machine learning are urged for libraries in order to reflect advances in the computer sciences and other disciplines as well as to meet changing end-user needs among information seekers.
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